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In the following days, Sebastian fulfilled his promise to Yuri and ordered Joel to apologize to Leon and the Elegante Group,

before making compensation for the damage he caused.

The truth of the scandal concerning Elegante Group finally came out and Leon was able to offer the customers a satisfying

answer to their questions.

Hiltons Corporation suffered great damage to its reputation and lost a lot of customers as a result; Elegante Group, on the other

hand, gained a reputation for itself and obtained the support of the majority of the market.

With that, Elegante Group began to grow rapidly into a large-scale cosmetic firm in the southern region.

Meanwhile, Leon completed the production of alchemical pills and slowly shifted his focus onto Cynthion Group as he prepared

for the second sales drive.

Since Yuri and the Thompsons got involved and Joel made a public apology, everything seemed as peaceful as ever and Leon

let his guard down, thinking that the Hiltons gave up.

What he was unaware of was that a scheme targeting Iris and Snow was about to unfold. 1

One evening, Iris and Snow left the office by car and were about to drive home, but did not notice two black cars following them

from behind. 1

When Iris drove into a quiet road, one of the black cars sped up and made a sharp turn to block the road ahead.

"Screech!''

Iris did not expect the car to stop and was startled. She immediately stepped on the brake and drove the car onto the grass on

the side of the road, before stopping.

"What kind of a driver is that? Is he blind or something?!" Iris was furious and unfastened her seatbelt immediately to get out of

the car.

Before she could do so, Snow grabbed her by the arm from the passenger's seat. "Iris, don't get out of the car!" Snow shook her

head.

"Don't get out of the car? Why not?" Iris asked in confusion.

"Something isn't right," Snow glanced at the cars in front of them and behind them with a thoughtful look on her face.

She was the daughter of one of the kings in Springfield City, so she was more vigilant than Iris and noticed that something was

wrong from the moment their car was stopped.

As she anticipated, the car door of the car in front of them opened and a few men strode out viciously.

The leader seemed to be a young man, but wore a black mask that covered most of his face; however, he was stumbling along

as though he was injured on one leg.

It became clear that the man in the black mask was Seth.

Seth's leg was broken by Leon a few days ago and after resting for days, his injuries slowly recovered, but he still struggled to

walk properly.

Apart from that, he heeded Joel's command to wear a mask to avoid being recognized.
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